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A SMART
SOLUTION FOR
MEDICAL CURTAIN SYSTEM
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SPECIFICATIONS

・ABS Shell - ﬂame resistance; dust-protected; lightweight
・Motor - Provide lifting power
・Illumination Module

・Aluminum Tube For Cord Take-up
・Sanitizing Spray Module

・Pulley System - correcting direction of cord
・RF Wireless Receiver Module
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COTTAI is an outstanding solution by providing non-stop improvements and constant innovations.
From the ordinary exports of blind components & accessories to products customized by our own
R&D team, our purpose is to provide better and more suitable curtain blind components for you.
We are very focused on solving the problems encountered by users. If customers are expecting to
develop unique parts that are not available in the market, our professional R&D team will brainstorm
with you to design high-quality, ideal and unique products together!
COTTAI is not just a supplier of curtain parts. We grow from the regular production and sales to
oﬀering the development service. Business model extends from the traditional one to the digital
platform management.
COTTAI also committed to Corporate Social Responsibility, such as distributing daily necessities to
rural areas, or donating medical masks to the epidemic area. We consider the needs of people, and
listen attentively to narrow the gap between people.
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